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shipping on qualifying offers. Drawn from the Book of Ku'ran, a compelling compilation of the Prophet's sayings
comprises the religious, social, moral.

Foundation and origins[ edit ] The earliest scientific manuscripts originated in the Abbasid era. Throughout
the 4th to 7th centuries, scholarly work in the Arabic languages was either newly initiated, or carried on from
the Hellenistic period. Centers of learning and of transmission of classical wisdom included colleges such as
the School of Nisibis and later the School of Edessa , and the renowned hospital and medical academy of
Jundishapur ; libraries included the Library of Alexandria and the Imperial Library of Constantinople ; and
other centers of translation and learning functioned at Merv , Salonika , Nishapur and Ctesiphon situated just
south of what was later to become Baghdad. He then formed a library that were referred to by the name of
"Bayt al-Hikma". For this purpose, al-Mansur founded a palace library, modeled after the Sassanian Imperial
Library, and provided economic and political support to the intellectuals working there. He also invited
delegations of scholars from India and other places to share their knowledge of mathematics and astronomy
with the new Abbasid court. The Translation Movement gained great momentum during the reign of caliph
al-Rashid , who, like his predecessor, was personally interested in scholarship and poetry. Originally the texts
concerned mainly medicine, mathematics and astronomy; but, other disciplines, especially philosophy, soon
followed. Furthermore, Abbasid society itself came to understand and appreciate the value of knowledge, and
support also came from merchants and the military. Its experts served several functions in Baghdad. Scholars
from the Bayt al-Hikma usually doubled as engineers and architects in major construction projects, kept
accurate official calendars, and were public servants. They were also frequently medics and consultants. He
would also participate in and arbitrate academic debates. During debate, scholars would discuss their
fundamental Islamic beliefs and doctrines in an open intellectual atmosphere. For example, he commissioned
the mapping of the world, the confirmation of data from the Almagest and the deduction of the real size of the
Earth see section on the main activities of the House. He also promoted Egyptology and participated himself
in excavations of the pyramids of Giza. His greatest legacy to science is that he was the first ruler to fund "big
science". In fact, one of the directors of the House was sent to Constantinople with this purpose. During this
time, Sahl ibn Harun, a Persian poet and astrologer, was the chief librarian of the Bayt al-Hikma. Hunayn ibn
Ishaq â€” an Arab Nestorian Christian physician and scientist, was the most productive translator producing
works for the Arabs. As "Sheikh of the translators" he was placed in charge of the translation work by the
caliph. Hunayn ibn Ishaq translated the entire collection of Greek medical books, including famous pieces by
Galen and Hippocrates. Translations of this era were superior to earlier ones, since the new Abbasid scientific
tradition required better and better translations, and the emphasis was many times put in incorporating new
ideas to the ancient works being translated. Maktabs soon began to develop in the city from the 9th century on,
and in the 11th century, Nizam al-Mulk founded the Al-Nizamiyya of Baghdad , one of the first institutions of
higher education in Iraq. The caliph was not interested in science and moved away from rationalism, seeing
the spread of Greek philosophy as anti-Islamic. On February 13, , the Mongols entered the city of the caliphs,
starting a full week of pillage and destruction. With all other libraries in Baghdad, the House of Wisdom was
destroyed by the army of Hulagu during the Siege of Baghdad. Furthermore, linked to it were also
astronomical observatories and other major experimental endeavors. Additionally, he imported manuscripts of
important texts that were not accessible to the Islamic countries from Byzantium to the library. The House of
Wisdom was much more than a library, and a considerable amount of original scientific and philosophical
work was produced by scholars and intellectuals related to it. This allowed Muslim scholars to verify
astronomical information that was handed down from past scholars. Over a century and a half, primarily
Middle Eastern Oriental Syriac Christian scholars translated all scientific and philosophic Greek texts to
Arabic language in the House of Wisdom. Many important texts were translated during this movement
including a book about the composition of medicinal drugs, a book on this mixing and the properties of simple
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drugs, and a book on medical matters by Dioscordies. These plus many more translations helped with the
advancements in medicine, agriculture, finance, and engineering. Furthermore, new discoveries motivated
revised translations and commentary correcting or adding to the work of ancient authors. Note South is on top.
Besides their translations of earlier works and their commentaries on them, scholars at the Bayt al-Hikma
produced important original research. Muhammad ibn Musa al-Khwarizmi was born around and died around
He was known as a mathematician and an astronomer in the House of Wisdom, [2] and is also known for his
book Kitab al-Jabr in which he develops a number of algorithms. He was instrumental in introducing the
Arabs to Hindu numerals and algebra so he is known as "The Father of Algebra". Al-Khwarizmi is also known
as the first geographer of Islam with his famous Picture of the Earth treatise. In Picture of the Earth, he
arranged the coordinates of hundreds of cities in the world at that time and gave instructions for drawing a new
map of the world. George Sarton, one the most famous historians of science known for his book, Introduction
to the History of Science, called the period between and AD "The Time of al-Khwarizmi". Al-Kindi also made
important breakthroughs in cryptanalysis. He studied cryptanalysis but he was also a great mathematician. A
fellow expert on Aristotle was an East African descent named Abu Uthman al-Jahith who was born in Basra
around but he spent most of his life in Baghdad. Al-Jahith was one of the few Muslim scholars who was
deeply concerned with biology. Between and , the three brothers were successful in their works in science,
engineering, and patronage. Among these was "The Instrument that Plays by Itself", the earliest example of a
programmable machine, [32] [ citation needed ] as well as the Book on Measurement of Plane and Spherical
Figures. They began translating ancient Greek into Arabic after quickly mastering the language, as well as
paying large sums to obtain manuscripts from the Byzantine Empire for translation. Mohammad Musa might
have been the first person in history to point to the universality of the laws of physics. Other scholars also
wrote on smallpox, infections and surgery. Note that these works would later become standard textbooks of
medicine during the Renaissance. The data provided by Ptolemy was meticulously checked and revised by a
highly capable group of geographers, mathematicians and astronomers. Some consider these efforts the first
examples of large state-funded research projects. The construction was directed by scholars from the House of
Wisdom: After the first round of observations of Sun, Moon and the planets, a second observatory on Mount
Qasioun , near Damascus, was constructed. The results of this endeavor were compiled in a work known as
al-Zij al-Mumtahan, which translates as "The Verified Tables". Dispute[ edit ] The existence of the House of
Wisdom is presently disputed, as is its form and function. Arabist Dimitri Gutas posits in his book that "House
of Wisdom" is a translation error from Khizanat al-Hikma, which he asserts simply means a storehouse, and
that there are few sources from the era during the Abbasid Era that mention the House of Wisdom by the name
Bayt al-Hikma. His work challenged the philosophers who favored Aristotelianism Muhammad ibn Musa
al-Khwarizmi d. Assyrian - Nestorian [41] In his lifetime he translated over writings by many of the most
significant scholars in history. Considered as the founding father of statics.
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